Abuela- Vocabulary Test

Directions: Fill in the letter of the definition that fits each vocabulary word.

1. _____ flock   A. flew high
2. _____ glide   B. place where ships dock
3. _____ harbor   C. group of birds
4. _____ soared   D. flying downward
5. _____ swooping   E. fly smoothly without effort

Directions: Circle the word, then write it on the line.

6. A _______________________ of birds surrounded Abuela and her granddaughter.
   A. soared   B. flock   C. crown

7. Abuela was _______________________ like a bird.
   A. harbor   B. crown   C. swooping

8. Abuela and her granddaughter _______________________ over parks and streets.
   A. flock   B. soared   C. boasted

9. They would____________________ close to the sea.
   A. vines   B. flock   C. glide

10. Out past the boats in the _______________________ they’d see the Statue of Liberty.
    A. harbor   B. flock   C. village